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Abstract.
Background: Visual biomarkers of Parkinson’s disease (PD) are attractive as the retina is an outpouching of the brain.
Although inner retinal neurodegeneration in PD is well-established this has overlap with other neurodegenerative diseases
and thus outer retinal (photoreceptor) measures warrant further investigation.
Objective: To examine in a cross-sectional study whether clinically implementable measures targeting outer retinal function
and structure can differentiate PD from healthy ageing and whether these are sensitive to intraday levodopa (L-DOPA) dosing.
Methods: Centre-surround perceptual contrast suppression, macular visual field sensitivity, colour discrimination, light-
adapted electroretinography and optical coherence tomography (OCT) were tested in PD participants (n = 16) and controls
(n = 21). Electroretinography and OCT were conducted before and after midday L-DOPA in PD participants, or repeated
after ∼2 hours in controls.
Results: PD participants had decreased center-surround contrast suppression (p < 0.01), reduced macular visual field
sensitivity (p < 0.05), color vision impairment (p < 0.01) photoreceptor dysfunction (a-wave, p < 0.01) and photoreceptor
neurodegeneration (outer nuclear layer thinning, p < 0.05), relative to controls. Effect size comparison between inner and
outer retinal parameters showed that photoreceptor metrics were similarly robust in differentiating the PD group from
age-matched controls as inner retinal changes. Electroretinography and OCT were unaffected by L-DOPA treatment or time.
Conclusions: We show that outer retinal outcomes of photoreceptoral dysfunction (decreased cone function and impaired
color vision) and degeneration (i.e., outer nuclear layer thinning) were equivalent to inner retinal metrics at differentiating
PD from healthy age-matched adults. These findings suggest outer retinal metrics may serve as useful biomarkers for PD.
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INTRODUCTION

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the most common
movement disorder of the developed world [1] and is
estimated to affect 10 million people worldwide [2].
Clinical diagnosis of PD remains difficult [3, 4] and
requires specialist neurological assessment of motor
symptoms to determine whether an individual meets
the UK Brain Bank Diagnosis Criteria [5] or Move-
ment Disorder Society criteria [6]. Current treatment
of PD largely involves dopamine replacement ther-
apies, most commonly levodopa (L-DOPA), as well
as dopamine agonist drugs [7, 8] typically prescribed
as multiple doses taken at regular time intervals each
day [9].

Although PD is largely characterized by its
motor symptoms, non-motor symptoms such as
changes in autonomic [10, 11], olfactory [12, 13],
and visual [14–16] function occur years before
motor symptom onset and are gaining interest
as alternative prodromal biomarkers for PD [17].
Moreover, exploring non-motor symptoms can com-
plement and advance our understanding of brain
dysfunction in neurodegenerative conditions like PD
[18, 19].

Given the eye and brain’s shared embryological
origins [20], many groups have sought to character-
ize visual and retinal changes that occur with PD
progression. Up to 80% of people with PD report
experiencing some type of dysfunction or loss in
vision [21]. Changes in color vision [22–25], con-
trast sensitivity [26, 27] and light-adaptation [28–30]
associated with dopamine deficiency [31–33] have
been documented in the prodromal and early stages
of PD [16, 34].

The retina is an opportune location by which
changes in structure and function can be non-
invasively monitored and used to indicate cortical
health and/or neurodegenerative disease status [35].
Accordingly, a retinal locus of injury has been
inferred for visual symptoms reported in patients,
based on reports of retinal thinning measured using
optical coherence tomography (OCT) [36–38] and
functional deficits measured using electrophysiology
(reduced and/or delayed electroretinography, ERG,
responses) [39–42] in PD. To consider the potential
for a retinal locus, this study explores retinal struc-
ture (imaging), function (ERG) and psychophysical
measures of visual pathway function in people with
established, and medicated for, PD. We also address
limitations of previous literature by considering the
acute effects of intraday L-DOPA treatment on reti-

nal function and structure following partial washout
conditions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethics approval was obtained by The University
of Melbourne Human Research Ethics Committee
(HREC number: 1852662.5) and the study was con-
ducted in adherence to the 1975 Declaration of
Helsinki. Written informed consent was provided
by all participants. The local PD advocacy group
(https://www.fightparkinsons.org.au/) provided feed-
back on the project and assisted in advertising the
project to the Parkinson’s community.

Participants

A total of 37 participants (Table 1) took part in
this pilot study, which assessed people living with
PD (n = 16) and age-matched controls (n = 21). All
participants underwent an eye screening assessment
by an optometrist to ensure normal ocular health
and suitability for pupil dilation. Subjective refrac-
tion was performed using a standardized protocol
with an Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study
chart at 4 m. Participants were included in the study
if their best corrected visual acuity in the tested eye
was better than or equal to 6/12 (0.50 equivalent),
refractive error was within ± 6.00D sphere and less
than –2.00D cylinder and intraocular pressure (mea-
sured by rebound tonometry: Icare, Vantaa, Finland)
was within normal limits (10–21 mm Hg) [43].

Exclusion criteria included glaucoma, diabetes
mellitus, age-related macular degeneration, retinal
detachment, previous ocular surgery or trauma,
corneal pathologies, and non-Parkinson’s neurolog-
ical conditions (e.g., Alzheimer’s disease, multiple
sclerosis, or epilepsy). The study was conducted
over two visits. The first visit consisted of an eye
screening assessment, collection of PD diagnosis
history, and perceptual center-surround contrast sup-
pression, visual field and color vision tests. The
second visit (conducted approximately one week
after the initial visit) evaluated retinal structure and
electrophysiological function over a 3-hour period.
Participants in the PD group self-reported neuro-
logical confirmation of PD diagnosis and all were
prescribed a L-DOPA medication, with a full history
of current medications taken. Only PD participants
who were prescribed some type of daily dopamine
replacement therapy (e.g., L-DOPA + benserazide or
L-DOPA + carbidopa) were included in this study as
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Table 1

PD Participants Control Participants p

Number, n 16 21 –
Age, y, mean (range) 61 (41–79) 57 (41–85) 0.27
Female (%) 7 (44%) 14 (67%) 0.20
Best corrected visual acuity, mean (SD) 0.97 ± 0.18 1.11 ± 0.19 0.038
Intraocular pressure, mmHg, mean (SD) 12 ± 3 15 ± 3 0.038
Disease duration, y, mean (SD) 5 ± 3 – –
Medication
LEDD (mg) 485 ± 47 0 ± 0 < 0.0001
Clinical PD diagnosis 16 (100%) 0 (0%) < 0.0001
Sleep disturbance 3 (19%) 0 (0%) 0.07
Anxiety 3 (19%) 0 (0%) 0.07
Depression 2 (13%) 1 (5%) 0.57
Blood pressure 3 (19%) 5 (24%) > 0.9999
Cholesterol 2 (13%) 6 (29%) 0.42
Heart problems 3 (19%) 1 (5%) 0.63
Arthritis 1 (6%) 0 (0%) 0.43

SD, standard deviation; PD, Parkinson’s disease, LEDD, Levodopa equivalent daily dose.

retinal outcomes were designed to compare relative
‘pre-/partial washout’ and ‘post-/L-DOPA’ phases of
L-DOPA treatment, as shown in Fig. 1. PD partici-
pants took their first and mid-morning dose as usual
and baseline retinal assessments were conducted just
before their midday dose of L-DOPA. To assess
test-retest intrasession variability and the effect of
L-DOPA on retinal structure and function, OCT and
ERG were repeated 1 h after PD participants’ midday
dose (see Fig. 1) to target L-DOPA’s pharmacokinetic
peak.

Procedures

Visual perception
Visual perceptual tests (macular visual field

sensitivity and center-surround perceptual contrast
suppression) were conducted using the open-access
platform PsyPad 2.7 [44] on an iPad 2 (Apple,
California, USA) tablet device operating on iOS
10.3.4 (1024×768-pixel resolution, 256 bits per
pixel, 60 Hz, max luminance 344.5 cd/m2) with ‘auto-
brightness’ disabled and screen brightness set to
maximum luminance. The best eye (i.e., better visual
acuity) or a randomly selected eye in the case of
equivalent acuity was chosen for visual perceptual
assessment and all subsequent retinal tests. All tasks
were performed monocularly (aided by refractive cor-
rection, if applicable) in a room with room lights
turned off. Prior to participants completing the tablet-
based tasks, the researcher explained each task with
the help of the illustrations shown in Fig. 2. Partici-
pants then performed at least one short practice test
to familiarize themselves with each task and adapted
to the ambient illumination and screen luminance

for approximately 1 to 2 minutes before completing
the visual perceptual tests in a blocked order design
(either center-surround perceptual contrast suppres-
sion tests or visual field testing first).

Centre-surround perceptual contrast suppression

Centre-surround perceptual contrast suppression
was measured using two 2-alternative forced choice
tasks: a no-surround and center-surround contrast
matching task, at a working distance of 40 cm
as described previously [45]. For the no-surround
contrast matching task (Fig. 2A), a fixed-contrast
reference stimulus consisting of drifting sine grat-
ings (40% Michelson contrast, spatial frequency 2
c/deg; drift rate 2 deg/s, 500 ms duration) in a cir-
cular envelope (0.67 deg radius) was presented on
the left-hand side of a grey background (mean lumi-
nance 172 cd/m2). On the right-hand side, an identical
stimulus was presented, except that its contrast was
varied according to two interleaved 1-down-1-up
staircases designed to converge on the point of sub-
jective equality. The purpose of the no-surround task
was to determine the matching contrast for a center
target stimulus alone, and to check participants’ abil-
ity to make contrast discrimination judgments. For
the center-surround task (Fig. 2B), the stimuli were
identical to the no surround task, except that one tar-
get was now embedded within a surround annulus
(outer circumference: 4 deg radius, inner circumfer-
ence: 0.67 deg radius, 95% contrast). Stimuli for both
tasks were presented for 500 ms and observers were
instructed to choose the central target (left or right)
that appeared higher in contrast. Once a response was
registered, the next set of stimuli was presented after
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Fig. 1. Study Experimental Design. PD, Parkinson’s disease; OCT, optical coherence tomography; ERG, electroretinography; L-DOPA,
levodopa. The timeline of each visit depicts L-DOPA status of Parkinson’s disease participants during visual assessments.

Fig. 2. Example stimuli used in the visuo-perceptual tasks. A) Two circularly windowed grating stimuli oriented at 90◦ to determine contrast
matching thresholds (when the two stimuli appeared perceptually of the same contrast) for the no surround task. B) The center-surround
stimulus (left) and center-only stimulus (right) to measure the effect of perceptual surround suppression. C) Locations and size of the 0.43◦
radius stimuli used to measure macular visual field sensitivity at discrete locations within the central (2◦) visual field, while the participant
fixated on the central fixation cross. The touchscreen buttons (3.4×3.4 or 5×5 deg of visual angle) are indicated by the grey squares at the
bottom corners of the screen which observers tapped to register their response.

500 ms. Staircases terminated after four reversals and
individual thresholds were calculated as the mean of
the last two reversals of both staircases. Runs that did
not have any reversals were discarded.

Macular visual field sensitivity

Macular visual field sensitivity [defined in decibels
(dB)] was measured at 12 locations within 2◦ of cen-
tral fixation (Fig. 2C), as previously detailed [46].
This task was performed without pupillary dilation
as pupil size does not significantly influence mea-
surements of luminance increment sensitivity in the
foveal region [47]. Observers maintained a working
distance of 50 cm and fixated on a central white
cross at 0◦ within a fixation ring (3 deg radius)

throughout the duration of the test. White circular
stimuli (0.43 deg radius) at specific luminance lev-
els across a range of 36 dB (1.52 to 317.50 cd/m2)
with 2 dB increments were randomly presented on
a uniform black background (1.27 cd/m2 luminance)
for 200 ms. Threshold sensitivity was determined by
interleaved 4–2 staircases with two reversals at each
location, with the final threshold estimate of macular
visual field sensitivity taken as the mean of the two
reversals across all 12 locations.

FM-100 color discrimination

The Farnsworth-Munsell 100 (FM-100) hue test
was used to assess color discrimination, to return
information regarding general color vision perfor-
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Fig. 3. Example macular OCT scan. A) A macular volume scan with an Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study [ETDRS] grid overlaid
for retinal layer thickness profile analysis. B) Corresponding cross section [green line on panel A] illustrating the automatic segmentation of
retinal layers: retinal nerve fiber layer, RNFL; ganglion cell inner plexiform layer, GCIPL; inner nuclear layer, INL; outer plexiform layer,
OPL; outer nuclear layer, ONL and total retinal thickness, TRT. TRT is a measurement that spans from the inner limiting membrane (ILM)
to the outer limiting membrane (OLM). Scale bar, 200 �m.

mance as well as deficits in the red-green and
blue-yellow axes [48]. The test was conducted
binocularly, with habitual near correction under stan-
dardized lighting conditions in a customized viewing
booth that was compliant with international illu-
mination standards for color vision testing [49].
Classical test error scores [50, 51] were calculated
using the WEB-based scoring software for the FM-
100 hue test designed and developed by Béla Török
(http://www.torok.info/fm100/) [52, 53] and used for
analysis.

Optical coherence tomography

Retinal imaging was captured by spectral-domain
optical coherence tomography on a Spectralis
HRA + OCT (Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg,
Germany). The pupil was dilated using 1 drop of
tropicamide 0.5% (Mydriacyl, Alcon Laboratories).
Participants used their undilated eye to fixate on an
external white light (22 cm away) which was dimmed
by a transparent black film filter (< 0.5 cd/m2). A mac-
ular volume scan (8.1 × 8.1 × 1.9 mm) sampling 61
horizontal B-scans (each consisting of 768 A-scans
[3.87 �m axial vs 9.8 �m lateral resolution]) was then
taken (Fig. 3A). Scans with an image quality of less
than 25 dB (e.g., due to large motion artifacts) were
discarded and repeated where possible.

The Heidelberg Eye Explorer 2 OCT reader plugin
(Heyex, Heidelberg Engineering) was used for OCT
thickness profile analysis. Automatic segmentation
of all retinal layers (Fig. 3B, retinal nerve fiber layer,
RNFL; ganglion cell layer, GCL; inner plexiform

layer, IPL; inner nuclear layer, INL; outer plexiform
layer, OPL; outer nuclear layer, ONL; retinal pigment
epithelium, RPE) and total retinal thickness (TRT)
was conducted using the Heidelberg Eye Explorer
2 software. Screening of segmentation errors was
then undertaken, and any identified errors were man-
ually corrected by a single investigator. Combined
averaged thickness values (global total of 1–, 2–
and 3–mm rings) from the Early Treatment Dia-
betic Retinopathy Study grid, centered on the fovea
(Fig. 3A), was used for analysis. Parameters includ-
ing standard clinical inner retinal metrics (ganglion
cell inner plexiform layer, GCIPL = GCL + IPL) as
well as middle (INL) and outer (ONL) nuclear layers
were reported for comparison.

Full-field electroretinography

Following OCT imaging, monocular full-field
photopic ERG was performed using the portable
handheld RETeval visual electrodiagnostic device
(LKC Technologies, Maryland, USA). The device
delivers specifically calibrated light stimuli to the eye
via a 60 mm diameter Ganzfeld dome buffered by
a soft eyecup. ERG responses were recorded using
disposable Sensor Strip (LKC Technologies) elec-
trodes which self-adhere upon contact to the skin and
integrate active (positive), ground and inactive (neg-
ative) reference leads into a single array. After the
skin below the eye was cleaned with Nuprep (a mild
dermabrasive exfoliant gel) followed by a 70% iso-
propyl alcohol wipe, the disposable skin electrode
was placed 2 mm below the lower lid margin on the

http://www.torok.info/fm100/
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Fig. 4. Comparison of visual perceptual measures and color vision performance between control and Parkinson’s disease participants.
Perceived contrast (%) for the no surround task (A) and center-surround task (B), macular visual field sensitivity (C, decibels, dB) and
FM-100 colour vision (CV) total test error scores (D, arbitrary unit, AU). Parkinson’s disease (PD) participants exhibited dysfunctional
center surround contrast perception, reduced macular visual field (VF) sensitivity and poorer diffuse color discrimination (as indicated by
higher test error scores) when compared to control participants. Grey data dots denote control group data and purple data dots denote PD
group data. All data shown, mean ± SEM; *p < 0.05 for PD effect on unpaired Student’s t-test analyses; grey shaded area, 95% CI of control
group mean.

inferior orbital rim and lined up directly under the
pupil center. A 10-minute period of light adaptation
to a background light of 30 cd/m2 (850 Td) was then
initiated. To maintain stable eye position, participants
were asked to fixate on a central red light inside the
dome, which was monitored via a live capture feed
by the in-built infrared camera.

After light adaptation, light stimuli consisting of
short (≤ 4 ms) flashes (85 Td.s) on a white back-
ground (850 Td.s) were used to stimulate the retina.
Equivalent to the International Society for Clini-
cal Electrophysiology of Vision standard stimuli for
photopic flash and flicker ERG [54], fifty flashes
were delivered at a frequency of 2 Hz, followed
by flicker stimuli delivered at 28.3 Hz, respectively.
Pupil size was tracked in real-time by the device
which adjusted the luminance (cd.s/m2) of each flash
to account for any variation in pupil size according
to the following formula: photopic flash luminance
(cd.s/m2)×pupil area (mm2) = photopic flash reti-
nal illuminance (Td.s). Flash ERG a-wave, b-wave
and photopic negative response (PhNR) parameters
(amplitude, �V and time, ms) and flicker cyclic
parameters (amplitude, �V and time, ms) were
extracted and analyzed.

Data and statistical analysis

Statistical comparisons between groups (PD ver-
sus healthy age-matched controls) were made using
Prism 8 software (GraphPad Software Inc., San
Diego, CA, USA). All data are expressed as group
mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) unless
stated otherwise. A ROUT (Robust regression and

OUTlier) test was used to identify any possible out-
liers which were excluded from analysis. To compare
gender/medication and mean differences between
and PD and control participant groups, a Fisher’s
exact test and two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-tests
were used, respectively. To compare test-retest reti-
nal outcomes before and after L-DOPA medication,
two-way repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with Sidak’s correction for post hoc multi-
ple comparisons or two-tailed paired Student’s t-tests
were used. In instances where data drop-out occurred,
a mixed-effects model was used for comparison
between groups. An alpha of 0.05 was used to deter-
mine statistical significance.

RESULTS

Visual perception and color vision are affected in
Parkinson’s disease

Typically, when two contrast patterns are presented
side-by-side, observers are able to match the per-
ceived contrast using their contrast discrimination
ability. There was no difference in the ability for
those with PD and controls to perceptually match
the contrast of the striped pattern without a sur-
round (unpaired t-test, p = 0.92, Fig. 4A). However,
the addition of a surrounding pattern of higher con-
trast typically results in reduction of the perceived
contrast of the central target [55], herein referred to
as perceptual center-surround suppression. With the
surround, PD participants perceived the center target
to be higher in contrast compared with the control
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Fig. 5. Comparison of inner and outer retinal layer thicknesses and function between control and Parkinson’s disease participants before
L-DOPA treatment (i.e., first OCT/ERG measurement of both groups). Raw macular thickness values of the: ganglion cell inner plexiform
layer, mGCIPL (A); inner nuclear layer, mINL (B) and outer nuclear layer, mONL (C) as measured by optical coherence tomography
(OCT). Light-adapted electroretinogram (ERG) photopic negative response (PhNR, D), b-wave (E) and a-wave (F) amplitudes, respectively.
Thinning in the mONL and smaller a-wave and b-wave amplitudes were observed in Parkinson’s disease (PD) participants compared to
control participants. Grey data dots denote control group data and purple data dots denote Parkinson’s disease group data. All data shown,
mean ± SEM; *p < 0.05 and/or **p < 0.01 for PD effect on unpaired Student’s t-test analyses; grey shaded area, 95% CI of control group
mean.

group (unpaired t-test, p = 0.0075, d = 0.97, Fig. 4B),
indicating a relative reduction in center-surround per-
ceptual contrast suppression.

PD participants had lower macular visual field sen-
sitivity (unpaired t-test, p = 0.016, d = 0.89, Fig. 4C)
relative to controls. Analysis of FM-100 hue test
results revealed those with PD exhibited poorer color
discrimination (Fig. 4D) as indicated by higher test
error scores on the FM-100 hue test (classical method:
unpaired t-test, p = 0.0017, d = 1.13).

Retinal structure is altered in Parkinson’s disease

From the macular OCT scans, outer nuclear
layer thinning (mONL, unpaired t-test, p = 0.028,
d = 0.91, Fig. 5C) was observed in PD participants
compared to controls, and the ganglion cell inner
plexiform layer was also lower in PD compared
with controls however this difference did not reach

statistical significance (mGCIPL, unpaired t-test,
p = 0.054, d = 0.82, Fig. 5A). OCT retinal layer thick-
ness measurements did not change across time in
control participants nor after L-DOPA treatment in
PD participants (two-way ANOVA, mGCIPL: F(1,
23) = 0.11, p = 0.74, Fig. 6A; mINL: F(1, 23) = 0.46,
p = 0.51, Fig. 6B; mONL: F(1, 23) = 0.79, p = 0.38,
Fig. 6C).

Reduced retinal function in Parkinson’s disease

Full-field light-adapted flash and flicker ERG was
used to assess retinal function in participants. Atten-
uated photoreceptoral (a-wave amplitude, unpaired
t-test, p = 0.0094, d = 0.98, Fig. 5F) and bipolar
cell (b-wave amplitude, unpaired t-test, p = 0.024,
d = 0.86, Fig. 5E) function was detected in PD par-
ticipants compared to controls. All ERG parameters
in the control group remained stable across time
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Fig. 6. Comparison of inner and outer retinal layer thicknesses and function across time, prior to and after L-DOPA treatment. Raw macular
thickness values of the: ganglion cell inner plexiform layer, mGCIPL (A); inner nuclear layer, mINL (B) and outer nuclear layer, mONL
(C) as measured by optical coherence tomography (OCT). Light-adapted electroretinogram (ERG) photopic negative response (PhNR, D),
b-wave (E) and a-wave (F) amplitudes, respectively. No interaction effects were found in any of these OCT or ERG parameters. Grey bars
denote control group data and purple bars denote Parkinson’s disease group data. All data shown, mean ± SEM, analyzed by two-way
repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) or mixed-effects model.

(Fig. 6D-F). No interaction effect was found between
the two groups with time or L-DOPA treatment
for any of the ERG parameters (two-way ANOVA;
PhNR: F(1, 29) = 0.01, p = 0.93, Fig. 6D; b-wave: F(1,
30) = 0.42, p = 0.52, Fig. 6E; a-wave: F(1, 30) = 0.27,
p = 0.61, Fig. 6F).

DISCUSSION

We aimed to compare visual performance and
retinal outcomes within a pilot cohort of PD partici-
pants and healthy age-matched controls to determine
whether changes in outer retinal function and struc-
ture better differentiate PD from healthy aging than
inner retinal metrics. We found that participants with
PD perceive color and contrast differently to control
participants. We additionally observed retinal thin-
ning as well as reduced retinal function and macular
sensitivity in this cohort of PD participants. While
retinal function after L-DOPA treatment following
complete washout conditions has been previously

reported, we demonstrated that intraday oral dos-
ing of L-DOPA does not affect test-retest measures
of retinal function and structure following partial
washout conditions.

Visual processing is compromised in Parkinson’s
disease

Altered color vision has been a well-established
biomarker of PD that can be detected years before
the onset of motor symptoms [15, 16]. Some stud-
ies have observed color vision impairment in the
protan and deutan (red–green) axes in PD patients
[56] whilst others have found the greatest deficit in
the tritan (blue–yellow) axis [22, 57]. PD participants
in our study had poorer color vision discrimination
than age-matched control participants as indicated by
higher test error scores (Fig. 4D). While color vision
abnormalities in PD may reflect both retinal and corti-
cal dysfunction, our observed concomitant changes in
outer retinal structure suggest that damage to photore-
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ceptors, in particular cones and their communication
to bipolar cells (b-wave attenuation), is present in PD.
We did not find a common color vision axis deficit
that was shared across our sample size of PD partic-
ipants. As such, future assessments in larger, more
diverse study cohorts employing more sophisticated
means of assessing color vision (i.e., computer cal-
ibrated programs that can detect subtle changes in
each axis) may provide us with greater insight into the
type, extent, and severity of color vision deficiencies
that is experienced in PD.

In addition to color vision changes, multiple
studies have reported changes in visual process-
ing [58–60] including altered contrast discrimination
in PD patients as measured by contrast sensitivity
Pelli-Robson charts [61]. We extend these stud-
ies to demonstrate that those with PD exhibited
weaker perceptual center-surround contrast suppres-
sion (Fig. 4B) compared to controls. This novel
finding is consistent with decreased inhibition, a
potential indicator of disease-related changes in cen-
tral neurotransmitter modulation [62, 63]. Perceptual
surround modulation of perceived contrast arises
from both intraocular and interocular visual mecha-
nisms, with psychophysical responses showing good
agreement with functional magnetic resonance imag-
ing activity in the primary visual cortex [64, 65]. As
such, our findings suggest that altered visual process-
ing manifested through compromised color vision
and center-surround contrast perception occurs both
at a retinal and cortical level in PD.

Inner and outer retinal thinning occur in
Parkinson’s disease

To our knowledge, this is the first study to inves-
tigate retinal thickness before and after a single dose
L-DOPA. Numerous studies have established that
structural changes to inner retinal layers occur in PD
[37, 38, 66]. The magnitude of inner retinal thinning
in the current study is comparable to the broader liter-
ature, despite it not reaching significance (p = 0.054).
More specifically, a meta-analysis using the same
GCIPL metric across 10 papers found a mean dif-
ference (95% CI) between control and PD groups of
–3.17 (–5.07, –1.26) �m [37] which is comparable
to the mean difference in this study, –3.89 �m. Sim-
ilarly, the outer nuclear layer thinning found in the
current study had a mean difference of –4.00 �m mir-
roring previous papers –4.04 (–9.48, –1.39) �m albeit
across only 3 studies [67–69]. Thinning of the ONL
has also been reported in recent studies which also

used similar volumetric OCT scans [69–71]. In con-
trast, older studies which segment a single B-scan did
not report significant ONL thinning [68, 72–74]. The
current study extends these findings and shows the
effect size of GCIPL, a common inner retinal met-
ric, is similar to outer retinal structure (ONL) and
function measures. Given mounting postmortem evi-
dence of inner retinal alpha-synuclein deposits in PD
patients [75–78], our finding of ganglion cell layer
thinning may be driven by alpha-synuclein-related
neurodegeneration. Additionally, in light of emerging
evidence of photoreceptor vulnerability in PD [30,
79] due to increased photooxidative stress [80] and
decreased dopaminergic innervation [81], our finding
of outer nuclear layer thinning especially at the mac-
ular region implies that cone photoreceptors may be
preferentially affected by pathological neurodegen-
eration seen in PD.

As for the effect of time and levodopa status on
OCT assessment, we found that intraday L-DOPA
treatment does not change outer retinal thickness in
our PD participant group and that all repeated OCT
measurements across both groups remained stable
over time (Fig. 6A-C). As such, we demonstrate that
both inner and outer retinal thinning occur in PD
which may be indicative of local PD pathophysio-
logical changes and that these do not fluctuate with
intraday L-DOPA dosing.

Decreased retinal function and sensitivity
manifests in Parkinson’s disease

In this study, we evaluate for the first time the
acute effect of L-DOPA treatment on light-adapted
retinal responses. Echoing clinical reports of atten-
uated full-field ERG responses in PD patients [82,
83], our PD participants showed reduced photore-
ceptor (a-wave, Fig. 5F) and bipolar cell (b-wave,
Fig. 5E) cone responses relative to age-matched con-
trols. Given our observations of outer nuclear layer
thinning, the reduced light-adapted retinal function
observed here is likely driven by cone photoreceptor
degeneration and its downstream effects.

While we expected intraday L-DOPA to have an
acute ameliorative effect on ERG responses in line
with previous clinical reports from complete washout
pharmacodynamics studies [39, 41, 42], we did not
observe this in our study. No interaction effect was
found between the two groups across time for any
of the ERG parameters (Fig. 6D-F). As such, we
show that single dose L-DOPA treatment follow-
ing partial washout conditions do not affect repeated
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light-adapted retinal responses as measured by hand-
held ERG.

Furthermore, participants with PD in this study
showed decreased macular sensitivity compared to
age-matched controls (Fig. 4C). Reduced macular
sensitivity may serve as a functional correlate to our
observations of retinal layer thinning within the mac-
ular region in this cohort of PD participants. This is
in agreement with Cesareo et al. (2021) [69] who
found decreased differential light sensitivity with
microperimetry in PD patients compared with con-
trols.

Study limitations and future directions

The current study relied on self-reported PD diag-
nosis, with all PD participants reporting clinical
diagnosis by a neurologist and all taking PD med-
ications with a levodopa equivalent daily dose of
485 ± 47 mg (range 288 mg to 850 mg; see dataset
for individual details). Future studies would benefit
from confirmation that PD diagnostic criteria were
met (i.e., UK Brain Bank Diagnosis or Movement
Disorder Society criteria) and Hoehn and Yahr stag-
ing. In addition to PD-related therapeutics all other
concurrent medications were also noted and were not
significantly different between control and PD groups
(summarized in Table 1, raw data within dataset).

Our z-score analysis (Fig. 7) showed that all
visual/retinal parameters for this small PD cohort
returned similar effect sizes (F(3.621, 43.45) = 0.20,
p = 0.93). Nevertheless, outer retinal metrics of func-
tion and structure (e.g., a-wave amplitude and mONL
thickness), which return similar z-scores but show
less overlap with other neurodegenerative conditions
like Alzheimer’s disease and glaucoma would be
more useful as PD biomarkers than inner retinal
metrics (e.g., mGCIPL or mGCC thickness) [84].
Studies with larger cohorts will help elucidate the
relative strength and sensitivity/specificity of outer
retinal/visual biomarkers in PD detection for example
in high-risk populations and in differentiating diverse
patient cohorts and disease stages from healthy age-
ing. Considering that there is evidence to suggest
visual changes in PD can precede motor deficits years
before symptom onset [15, 16], the current findings
lay the foundation for future studies to investigate
if these specific changes occur in identified prodro-
mal populations such as patients living with rapid eye
movement (REM) sleep behavior disorder [85–87].

Due to consideration for subject comfort and time
constraints, we were unable to assess the effect of

Fig. 7. Magnitude of inter-group effects across different key
parameters in Parkinson’s disease participants. Z-scores were
calculated relative to the control group using pooled standard
deviation across both groups. Negative z-scores indicate Parkin-
son’s disease participants had smaller ERG amplitudes (a-wave,
b-wave), thinner retinal layer thickness (mONL, mGCIPL), poorer
color vision (CV, FM-100 test error score, TES), weaker center sur-
round perceptual contrast suppression and reduced macular visual
field sensitivity relative to the control group mean. Error bars are
the 95% confidence limits of the mean.

intraday L-DOPA treatment on visual performance
outcome measures in this study. Given dopaminer-
gic neuromodulatory effects on retinal function [31,
39, 41], further investigations under complete (i.e.,
overnight experiment design targeting OFF and ON
L-DOPA status) and/or partial washout conditions
are warranted. Limitations exist in uniformity of par-
tial wash-out conditions given the range of L-DOPA
medications that PD participants receive (see indi-
vidual participant data within dataset). However, this
replicates a real-world scenario of assessing retinal
function and structure within an intraday L-DOPA
dosing in a group of participants with levodopa equiv-
alent daily dose of 485 ± 47 mg. Further studies are
required to determine whether this is the case at differ-
ing stages of PD severity. It would also be important
to keep in mind the potential for L-DOPA related
improvement in motor/manual dexterity to influence
visual performance measurements undertaken with
subjective testing.

Conclusions

In summary, this study characterizes the changes
in visual performance and retinal structure and func-
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tion in the same people with PD compared to healthy
age-matched controls. We show that people living
with PD show altered color vision, weaker con-
trast perception inhibition, outer retinal thinning and
decreased retinal function and macular sensitivity.
We also show that intraday doses of L-DOPA do not
affect retinal outcome measures as assessed by optical
coherence tomography and electroretinography. Con-
sidering the similarity in effect size between outer and
inner retinal metrics, the former may be better suited
for differentiating PD as outer retinal changes show
less overlap with other age-related neurodegenerative
conditions. Thus, targeting measures of outer retinal
structure and function may be of significant value in
Parkinson’s disease.
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